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Lecture 19:

Life in the Universe: Are we alone?
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Outline
1. Life on Earth

• When did life arise on Earth?

• How did life arise on Earth?

• What are the necessities of life?

2. Life in the Solar System

• Where exactly?

3. Life Around Other Stars

• How likely is it?

4. The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence

• From UFOs to Pioneer 10
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The history of life development on Earth

The main point: life started soon after the conditions allowed it!
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The history of life development on Earth

How do we know that life already existed about 4 billion years ago?

1. Living stromatolites are live colonies of microbes with very

specific and easily recognizable structure.

2. Similar structure is found in rocks as old as 3.5 billion years

3. Carbon dating: the abundance ratio of two carbon isotopes,

C12 and C13, is higher in living organisms, and thus in fossils,

too.

The life on Earth developed within a few hundred million years after

the end of the “heavy bombardment”!
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The tree of life on Earth

DNA studies show that all living organisms on Earth are related:

the life on Earth shares common ancestry.
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The necessities of life

Based on life on Earth, the three main requirements for life are:

1. Material/nutrients for building the living cells

2. Energy source (sunlight for photosynthesis, but also from

other chemical reactions, or from the heat of Earth)

3. Liquid water

Note that oxygen is not listed!

The liquid water requirement is the most restrictive one:

liquid water is rare.

These requirements give us a basic road map for searching for life

elsewhere.
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Extra-terrestrial life?

Is there life beyond Earth? Are we special?

1. Other planets and moons in Solar System

• Venus, Mars?

• Jovian moons? (Europa in particular)

2. Around Other Stars

• Complex problem

• The first quantitative step: the Drake equation

Number of civilizations = Nplanets × flife × fciv × fnow (1)
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The Drake Equation

What is the number of civilizations in the Milky Way?

Number of civilizations = Nplanets × flife × fciv × fnow (2)

1. Nplanets: the number of habitable planets in the Galaxy; equal

to the number of stars (which we know fairly well) times the

probability that a star has a habitable planet (which we don’t

know accurately, but we do know that it’s not negligible)

2. flife: the fraction of habitable planets that develop life

3. fciv: the fraction of planets with life that develop civilizations

capable of interstellar communication

4. fnow: the fraction of advanced civilizations that exist now (the

ratio of the time advanced civilizations “last” to and the age of

the Galaxy)

We do not know precisely what is the result.

It could be just one civilization (i.e. us), or many.
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Despite these claims, most scientists agree that there is no reliable

evidence that the UFO phenomenon is related to extra-terrestrial

visitors. Most are optical illusions, atmospheric effects, sightings of

Venus, or just plain intentional hoax. 10



Fermi’s Paradox: Where are They?

It seems plausible that within a few million years, an advanced civi-

lization could colonize a significant fraction of the Milky Way.

If advanced civilizations are common, someone should already have

colonized the Milky Way. Indeed, long time ago!

But we have no evidence yet of such a civilization. Why?

1. We are alone. Advanced civilizations are very rare and we may

be the first one in the Milky Way.

2. Colonization has not happened yet. Three possible reasons:

i) it ain’t that easy, ii) others are not as curious as we are, iii)

civilizations disappear before they develop space travel (oopsy!)

3. There is such a civilization, but has not yet revealed its

existence to us.
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SETI: the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence

1. SETI Institute: a serious scientific organization, see

http://www.seti.org (as opposed to numerous non-

scientific “institutes”, for a neighborhood example see

http://www.discovery.org). SETI has many interesting initia-

tives, including “Adopt a Scientist” program, and the largest

distributed computing effort with over 3 million users (see

http://setiathome.berkeley.edu).

2. Pioneer 10: one of the first major attempts to establish a

“contact” with other civilization. How can we communicate?

(no, they wouldn’t speak English)
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We must dream,

or we’ll never get to “where no man has gone before”. 14


